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25 June 2013 

Media Statement 

 

SAEF condemns increased harassments and physical attacks against 
Zimbabwean journalists 

 

The Southern African Editors’ Forum (SAEF) has written to the leadership of the 
Zanu-PF and the Movement for Democratic Change, members of the 
Zimbabwean government of national unity, to express its deep reservation and 
condemnation of attacks by members of the parties on journalists. 

A Mashonaland-based freelance journalist, Paul Pindani, was reportedly abducted 
from his home in Chinhoyi on Friday night, June 14, dragged to a deserted 
shopping centre where he was allegedly beaten with unknown objects by three 
assailants. Pindani was hospitalised for a number of days to recuperate from the 
injuries inflicted on him by his assailants. 

SAEF also learnt that five journalists from both public and private media were 
detained for an hour by “Zanu-PF security officers and members of the police” 
while they covered a demonstration outside the Zanu-PF headquarters on Friday, 
June 21. The detained journalists, Wonai Msvingise, Cynthia Matonhodze of 
NewsDay, Peter Matambanadzo and Innocent Makawa of The Herald and Wendy 
Muperi of the Daily News are said to have been forced to delete their pictures and 
recordings. Other reports reaching SAEF also show that journalists were harassed 
and attacked when they tried to cover meetings at the MDC-T offices in Harare. 

The incident against the NewsDay newspaper vendor, Emmanuel Mhorombe 
occurred at Alpha Media Holdings (NewsDay publishers) on June 18. It is said that 
“unnamed” youths, seemingly angered by the lead story headlined ‘Coalition against 
Mugabe grows’ allegedly seized 40 copies of the paper and dared Mhorombe to 
follow them if he wanted to take them on. 
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SAEF would like to call on all political parties in Zimbabwe to exercise restraint 
during this period and to crack their whips against hooliganism and errant party 
cadres who every now and then take the law into their own hands to unleash 
wanton destruction on property and lives of fellow Zimbabweans. 

With the signing of a new constitution, Zimbabwe has demonstrated to the world 
that it is prepared to leave its ugly past where abductions, torture and killings of 
citizens by fellow Zimbabweans was the order of the day, especially during 
elections. This means that all political parties in Zimbabwe must walk the talk and 
uphold the new constitution which guarantees freedom of expression and freedom 
of the media and Access to Information as enshrined in Clauses 61 and 62 
respectively. 

The election will only be free and fair if the media is given the space to do its work, 
without any intimidation from political parties. 

 

 

Jovial Rantao 

SAEF Chairperson 


